
STATE OF MAINE SUPERIOR COURT
PENOBSCOT, § CIVIL ACTION

DOCKET NO. CV-2021-00042

BANGOR PUBLISHING COMPANY, )
Plaintiff, )

)
v. )

)
)

STATE OF MAINE, )
Defendant. )

SE—
MTMACQUISITION, INC. D/B/A ) ORDER
PORTLAND PR""S HERALDIMAINE  )
SUNDAY TELEGRAM, )

)
Plainiff, )

)
v. 3

STATE OF MAINE, )
)

Defendant )

Before the Court is Plaintiffs’ FOAA Appealand Plaintiffs’ MotiontoAccess the Affidavit

of Christopher Parr. The partes have fully briefed the issues and a hearing was held via Zoom

video conferencing software.

I Background information

‘The following facts ar taken from the Joint Statement of Facts. (“JSF.”) The Bangor Daily

News is a daily newspaper published by Bangor Publishing Company. (JSF § 1.) The Portland

Press Herald is a daily newspaper published by MTM Acquisitions. (JSF§2.) On May 29, 2020,

‘reporterforthe Bangor Daily News submitted a request to the Maine Departmentof Public Safety

pursuant to the Maine Freedom of Access Act (‘FOAA”) for “all final written disciplinary

decisions or dispositional findings regarding personnel investigations into current and former
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Maine State Police employees since Jan. 1, 2015" and “all settlement agreements reached between

the Maine State Police and its employees since Jan. 1, 2015.” (JSF § 5.) On December 29, 2020,

in response to the request, the State produced 53 pagesof documents, 12 of which included some

redaction. (JSF § 6.) On January 7, 2021, the State issued a second response, the only difference

being two pages contained fewer redactions. (JSF § 7.) On January 23, 2021, astaffattomey for

Maine State Police (“MSP”) explained the redacted portionsofthe records contained information

that wes exempt from disclosure pursuant to S M.R.S § 7070 and declined to provide justification

on a redaction b;-~edaction basis. In its view, providing the specific statutory section would in

effect disclose the information it sought to protect. (JSF 9§ 8-9.) On January 28, 2021, Bangor

Publishing Company filed a complaint against the State of Maine appealing the State's response

to the May 29, 2020 request. (JSF § 10)

Between February 2020 and February 2021, a staff writer for the Portland Press Herald

submitted three FOAA requests to the State Police for employee discipline documents. (JSF 712,

14,17.) The third request was made on February 2, 2021 and was described as a “unifying request”

which sought “1) records of finel discipline for swom employees or former employees of the

Maine State Police dated between Jan. 1, 2015 andending July, 2020; 2) any settlement documents

between employees or former employees, sated between Jan. 1, 2015 and July, 2020; and 3) a

privilege log or so-called Vaughn index, for any redacted or withheld records responsive to items

1 and 2, identifying the specific exception relied upon as & basis for redacting or not disclosing

any records.” (JSF 17.) The request was ultimately narrowed to relevant documents between

January 1, 2015 to May 29, 2020. (JSF§ 19.) The State produced responsive documents on three:

‘occasions. (JSF 1913-16.)
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On February 11, 2021 MSP responded to the February 2, 2021 request with 85 pages of

records concerning 18 State Police personnel. (JSF §§ 20-21.) 14 of the 85 pages contained

redactions. (JSF §22.) On March 3, 2021theState produced signed copiesof documents that were

previously produced as unsigned versions. (JSF 9 23.) While the State responded and produced

documents on more than two occasions, the February 11, 2021 and March 3, 2021 productions

consist of al ofthe documents produced in response to the February 2, 2020 “unifying request”

and all ofthe documents at issue in this case. (JSF §24.)

Several documents produced refer to other final disciplinary records, which were not

produced. (JSF §§ 28-42.) For example, a Setlement Agreement dated April ¢, 2016, pertaining

to Trooper Coflesky refers to a “final disciplinary letter” and states “in addition to the final

disciplineaLAST CHANCE letter will also be signed” but the productions did not includea“final

discipline letter”nor a “LAST CHANCE letter” related to Trooper Coflesky. (JSF §§ 32-33.) The

State represents no “last chance letter” appeared in the electronic system and therefore it believes

80 such letter was ever created. (JSF § 45.) The State provided similar explanations for other

documents that similarly appeared to be missing from the productions. (JSF € 44-46) On

February 23, 2021, MTM filed a complaint egainst the StateofMaine challenging its response to

the February 2, 2021 FOAA request. (JSF § 27.)

The State represents it did not withhold any public records that were responsive to the

FOAA request at issue in this appeal. (JSF § 46) To locate responsive documents, the State

conducted a search of Maine State Police personnel records, which are maintained by the

Department of Administrative and Financial Services, Security and Employment Human

Resources Service Center (“HR”). (JSF §§ 25-26.) Staff from the MSP Office of Professional

Standards (“OPS”)utilized alistof employees for the time period requested to search its electronic
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database, where all case files created during apersonnel investigation are listed. (JSF § 26.) OPS

staff scarched the database by employee name to determine which sworn employees should have

active discipline in their personnel files. ! (JSF § 26.) The names of those employees were then

given to HR staff who manually searched paper personnel files for final disciplinary records,

including settlement agreements. (JSF § 26.) For “civilian” employees, HR used a listed of

employees to manually search paper files and MSP's staff attomey checked with the Office of

Employee Relations regarding pending grievances to determine whether disciplines for certain

employees were final. (JSF §26)

During the relevant time period, the State of Maine hed agreements in effect with several

unions including the Maine State Law Enforcement Association, Maine State Troopers

‘Assocation, and Meine State Employers Association SEIU 1989.(SF§§48-59.) The agreements

include provisions allowing for the removalofsome disciplinary documents from an employee's

personnel file afte a given period of time. (Id)

Concerning the Plaintiffs’ motion, the partes stipulated to the submission of unredacted

records to the Court for in camera review. The State submitted the documents with an affidavit of

a Maine State Police staff attomey, Christopher Parr, which provided a specific statutory

justification on a redaction-by-redaction basis 2 The State argues that providing Plaintiffs with

redaction-by-redaction justification could, in effect, disclose the information the redactions are

intended to protect. The Cout has reviewed the Parr Affidavit and is mindfulofthe argument that

disclosing such an affidavit could risk revealing the information that redactions are intended to

* Meaning discipline records hat had nokbe removedfromen cmployee's fle pursuant fo the allective
eweosovers iidon camrorei, Obhlcnpees cranes

sedactons three contained redactions of nly an employee number. Two pages of redactions were subsequently
removed two nd reproduced by the Sti. (Stats Opp. at 11n.2).
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protect and finds that argument is valid with regard to the medical redactions. Conceming the other

redactions described in the Parr Affidavit, it is less likely that release of the specific redaction

information would in effect disclose the information the redactionsare intended to protect, but for

reasons to be described herein, the redactions are deemed inappropriate and are stricken anyway.

Requiring that the specific redactions be provided to the plaintiffs during the in camera inspection

has the effectof ejecting the State's position without hearing and could result in the dissemination

of confidential information priorto the Court'srulingon that ultimate issue. The Motion is Denied.

IL Analysis

The Freedom of Access Act, | MRS. §§ 400-414, provides public records are to be

available for public inspectionand copying, unless otherwise provided by statute. 1 MR S. § 408-

A. "Public record" means in relevant part any written matter “that is in the possession or custody

of an agency or public officialofthis State or anyof ts political subdivisions .. . and has been

received or prepared for use in connection with the transactionof public or govemmental business

or contains information relating to the transaction of public or governmental business.” 1 M.R.S.

§402(3). That definition is subject to several exceptions including documents “which have been

designated confidential by statute.” 1 MRS. § 4023)(A). With regard to personnel records,

confidential documents ined “complains, eharges, accusations of misconduct, replies to those

complaints, charges or accusations and any other information or materials that may result in

disciplinary action.” $ M.R.S. § T070(2)(E). However, “(if disciplinary action is taken, the final

iten decision relating to that action is no longer confidential after the decision is completed if

itimposes orupholdsdiscipline. .. For purposesofths paragraph, ‘final written decision’ means:

1) the final written administrative decision that is not appealed
pursuantto a grievance arbitration procedure; or
2)if the final written decision is appealed to arbitration, the final
written decision ofa neutral arbitrator.”
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“ roaniube “liberally construed and applied to promote its underlying purpose.” Gy

Gannett Pub. Co. v. Universityof Maine, 555 A.2d 470,471 (Me. 1989) (quoting | MRS. § 401).

Any exception must be strictly construed. Jd. The exception found in “section 7070(2)(E) is

narrowly drawn” and it “does not protect al information pertaining to misconduct” Id. at 472.

‘While complaints and mere allegations are clearly protected, details of actions that led to the

imposition of discipline are not and are “specifically deemed no longer confidential by section

0702)(E).” Anctil. Dep't. ofCorr., 2017 ME 233, 1 10, 175 A.3d 660. The agency from which

the information is sought has the burden to “establish just and proper cause for the denial of a

FOAA request” Doyle v. Townof Falmouth, 2014 ME 151, § 8, 106 A3d 1145 (quoting

MaineToday Media, Inc. v. State, 2013 ME 100, 9, 82 A.3d 104.)

Before evaluating the legitimacyof each redaction, the threshold question for the Court is

whether the settlement agreements constitute “final disciplinary documents.” The State's

productions of documents consist ofa varietyof document types including “Record of Employee

Discipline forms”, final disciplinary decision letters, memos, and settlement agreements between

the applicable union end the State Police. In some cases, a settlement agreement was produced in

addition to another document such asa letter, form, or memo. In others, the only document

produced es a resultofdisciplinary action is a settlement agreement and, in others, no settlement

agreernent was produced. The State contends the settlement agreements should only be treated as

a final writien decision in cases where there is no other documentation of final disciplinary action.

Plaintiffs argue the settlement agreements are part of the final written decision and therefore are:

iolonger confidential pursuantto § MR.S. §7070(2)(E) regardlessofwhetheranother disciplinary

document was produced.
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In several instances, records related to disciplinary actions include both a settlement

agreementandsome other final disciplinary document?All ofthe settlement agreements reference:

and effectively incorporate the other discipline documents and discipline imposed by MSP in the

comesponding action. For example, in the cese of Cpl. Pelletier, the State produced both a

setlement agreement and a leteroffinal discipline. The settlement agreement tate, “The Bureau

of State Police and the Maine State Troopers Association hereby enter into the following

agreement as it pertains to Cpl. Kyle Pelletier and the final outcome of1A2019-009. both parties

agreeto the following stipulations in additionto the final discipline imposed in 142019-009. This

language is used in all of the settlement agreements produced related to other employees. In

addition to the terms of the agreement between the applicable union and employee and MSP, the

settlement agreements include the underlying violation, some description of the incident that led

to the imposition of discipline, and the discipline ultimately imposed. Nothing in the agreements

constitutes a complaint, charge, accusation of misconduct, reply thereto or information that may

result in disciplinary action. In each case final disciplinary action was actually imposed and

confirmed in the agreements. For these reasons, the Court finds the settlement agreements in this

case constitute “final written decisions.” As such, the agreements are no longer confidential. To

hold otherwise in this case would allow the State Police to easily circumvent the public records

disclosure laws and effectively shield disciplinary documents from public inspection.

A. Redactions

“The fect that a document is no longer deemed confidential does not mean that it cannot be

properly redacted to protect confidential information contained therein. The Law Court has

instructed “[w]hen a public record contains] information that is not subject to disclosure under

3See for examplethecasesof Pelletier, Fowlie, and Murrey.
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FOAA, the information may be redacted to prevent disclosure.” Doyle v. TownofFalmouth, 2014

ME 151,99, 106 A.3d 1145. Plaintiffs challenge the redactions and argue the State has interpreted

several exceptions to FOAA too broadly. The State explained generally that al redactions are

justified pursuant one of tree provisions under S MR.S. § 7070.

i SMRS.§070Q)(E)

“TheState redacted portionsofix setlement agreements pursuant to§7070(2)(E).Indoing.

50, it attempted to couch the following categories of information within thet nerrowly drawn

statutory section:1. information contained in the agreementsbetwentheemployee andtheirunion

and the State Police that were entered into in addition to the final written decision related to

disciplinary action, 2. proposed but not ultimately imposed discipline, 3. alleged conduct that did

not result in discipline, and . information potentially related to Garrity protections. The Court

reviewed each redaction in combination with the Parr affidavit

Portions of the Pelleter, Fowlie, and Murray agreements, were redacted on the basis of

containing “additional details rom investigation about the allegation or accusationofmisconduct

not included in the separate disciplinary decision.” The Court notes the settlement agreements do

contain additional detailsof misconduct from the investigation that were not included in other final

disciplinary documents. However, in the cases of Pelletier and Fowlie, when compared to the

accompanying disciplinary leter, the additional detail contained in cach agreement describes the

exact conduct each officer was ultimately disciplined for. Similarly, in the case of Murray, two

sentences were redacted, one of which contained additional detail regarding the misconduct

Murray was ultimately disciplined for. The other was nearly identical to the description of the

“The Perr Affidavit docs not identify any redactions on the bessof alleged conduct that did not

atonal sentence ste, “Fllwin his nds, you alo fled 1 ty your chan of
command” end appearsLobe related to the discipline imposed.
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allegation contained in the discipline letter. None of the information redacted from these

agreements constitutes charges, allegations, complaints or information regarding misconduct that

may result in discipline or replies thereto. The Court finds the narrow exception in § MRS. §

7070(2)(E) does not protect additional information related to misconduct which the employee was

ultimately disciplined for. Therefore, ths information was not redacted for just and proper cause

and must be disclosed. The Court hereby orders the State to remove redactions made to paragraph

4ofthe Fowlic agreement, paragraph 4 ofthe Pelletier agreement, and paragraph 3of the Murray

agreement and produce copies of the same to Plaintiffs.

“The State also redacted paragraphs § and 7 of the Gay settlement agreement pursuant to

§7070(2)(E) on the basis that it contained information concerning “discipline that was proposed

butnot ultimately imposed.” Narrowly construing the plain languageofthe exception, as the Court

must, “proposed but ultimately not imposed discipline” is not an allegation, charge, accusation or

reply thereto, and final discipline was ultimately imposed. The redaction pertains to the type of

final discipline imposed and is public. The plain language of the statute does not create an

exception for this type of information and therefore it was not redacted for just and proper cause.

See Ancil v. Dep't of Corr, 2017 ME 233, § 11, 175 A3d 660. Accordingly, the State must

‘produce an unredacted copyofthe Gay settlement agreement.

Finally, paragraph 6 of the Coflesky agreement and paragraph S of the Murray agreement

were redactedas replies “to allegation or accusationof misconduct in which thereis apotential for

criminal charges.” The Court is not aware of, and the State hes not provided any authority in the

realmofpublic disclosure law which implicates the protection provided in Garrityv.N.J, 385 U.S.

493 (1967). With that said, because the redacted information is directly related to the conduct for

which the troopers were disciplined, the redactions were not made for just and proper cause
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‘Therefore, the State must remove the redactions applied to paragraph 6 in the Coflesky agreement,

paragraph 5of the Murray agreement and produce those documents to the plaintiffs.

ii. Medical and personal information

Confidential information appropriate for redaction also includes “medical information of

any kind" and “personal information” such as an employee's “mental or physical disability.” 5

MRS. § 7070 (2A), (D-1)4). The State redacted paragraph 5 of the Coflesky agreement,

paragraph 4 of the Murray agreement, and paragraph 4 of the Fisk agreement on the basis of

protecting confidential medical or personal information. In doing so,theState argues the definition

includes medical treatment such as counseling, therapy, and evaluations, general treatment, or

evaluationof a perceived or potential medical condition or disability or to detect or diagnose a

‘medical condition or disability as well as to treat a particular diagnosed condition. Plaintiffs argue

this interpretation is 00 broad and as an exception, it must be narrowly construed.

Pursuant to 5 MRS. § 7070(2)(A) “[mjedical information of any kind, including

information pertaining to diagnosis or treatment of mental or emotional disorders” is confidential.

5 MRS. § 7070(2)(A). The “statutory section protecting medical information ‘of any kind" is

broadly drawn.” Guy Gannet Pub. Co. v. University of Maine, S55 A.2d 470, 471 (Me. 1989). In

applying this exception, the Law Court has explained

even with the rule of strict construction that we must apply to exceptions to the
Freedom of Access Act, we conclude that, when a document objectively viewed
describes expressly or by clear implication aspects of an employee's medical
condition or medical treatment, it contains medical information within the meaning
ofthe statutory exception.

1d. Acceptingasaccurate the State’s expansivedefinition as encompassing not onlyanemployee's

medical condition, but also medical treatment, including counseling, therepy, and evaluations, the

Court is satisfied the redacted information constitutes “(medical information of any kind,
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including information pertaining to diagnosis or treatmentofmental or emotional disorders” and

describes expressly or by clear implication aspects of the employee's medical condition or

treatment and as such is confidential pursuant to 5 MRS. §7070(2)A) and (2)(D-1). The

redactions made to paragraph 5 of the Coflesky agreement, paragraph 4of the Murray agreement

and paragraph4ofthe Fiske agreement were made for just and proper cause and shall remain.

‘The last redaction is found in paragreph 3ofthe Harriman agreement. The redaction was

imposed pursuant to 5 MR.S. § 7070(2)(b) on the basis that it contains information related to a

work plan or performance issue ofanother employe. Though there does not appear to be a dispute

over his redaction, the Court finds it is justified and may remain in place.

B. The State's search for documents was inadequate.

Plaintiffs contend finally the search was insufficient to retrieve all responsive documents

for two reasons. First, as previously mentioned, several settlement agreements produced by the

State refer to other seemingly responsive disciplinary documents, which were not produced. (IFS

9 28-47) Second, the search was insufficient because it was limited to “active” disciplinary

records and therefore wes incapable of identifying or retrieving records related to “inactive”

discipline during the relevant time period. Because the collective bargaining agreements covering

employee disciplinary records allow employees to request that certain documents be “removed

from their personnel filed” as soon as one year after discipline, Plaintiffs argue, it is possible

records generated between January 1, 2015 and May 29, 2019 wese removed and therefore beyond

the scopeof the State's search.

‘The State has outlined the steps it took in responding to the FOAA requests and contends

it conducted a thorough search for responsive documents. The State further contends any

documents referenced in a settlement agreement that were not produced, must have never existed.
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‘The State further explained while the collective bargaining agreements in the record provide for

“removal” of disciplinary records from the employee's file, it is possible the documents were

actually destroyed.

tis not clear to the Court at this time whether any of these documents ever existed, still

exist somewhere, or have been destroyed. The State is hereby ordered to perform a supplemental

search for the “missing documents” which shall include records of final discipline and setdement

agreements for the period described in Plaintiffs’ FOAA request, To the extent possible, the State

‘must search the personnel filesofth specific employees whose records included reference o other

final disciplinary documents which were not produced, those being Christopher Gay, David

Muniec, David Coflesky, Andre Paradis, Christopher Rogers, Christopher Harriman, and Tom

Fiske.

Additionally, The State must search the personnel records of employees who were

disciplined during the relevant time period, including inactive disciplinary actions, and documents

related to final disciplinary action that may bave been removed from the employee file pursuant to

a bargaining agreement. To the extent the State is able to locate these additional documents, it

must tum them over in a manner consistent with this Order. If the State is unable to locate the

documents after easonably diligent forts and has good reason to believe they no longer exist, or

never existed, the State s ordered to provide the Court and Plaintiffs an accountofthe efforts made:

10 locate the missing documents and what those efforts revealed as to the status of the missing

documents.

SBe/o2 y) /
Dated ifliam Anderson, Justice

Maine Superior Court

Eotered on the docket: 05/27/2022


